Asia Strategy – A research report on Asian equities and fixed investments in a
regional and global context
The theme for the week: Asian -Latin American Links
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The story for investors

Investment conclusions

In a Latam context Brazil and Argentina will continue to pose a
puzzle to investors as both countries are endowed with huge
natural resources, have industrial bases and educated labor forces
but seem to be perpetually engulfed in economic, financial and
political problems that set them back from being global economic
forces. Nonetheless both countries occupy important positions in
the exports of natural resources, especially to Asia/China. The
reasons for these instabilities are complex; some of them are based
on history, social structure and some on the inability of the middle
classes, in both countries, to evolve away from democraticauthoritarian cycles. The endemic corruption is, not surprisingly,
based on the role of the state in the economy, which allows the
political system to seek rents from its control of state assets.

For Asian investor Argentinean and Brazilian equities and FI
assets may appear distant and “exotic” especially if combined
with the stream of negative stories of high inflation, low
sovereign ratings, collapsing exchange rates, serial defaults,
political instability and corruption stories. Nonetheless both
these countries have important Asian clients, especially in
China. There is considerable direct Chinese investment in
both countries, not related to BRI. Hence this report can be
used in two different ways: (1) As a quick educational swot
on two major Latam countries (2) In addition to (1), as a
balanced view/guide on differentiating sovereign from
corporate risk in economies with diversified sectors which
have higher corporate than sovereign ratings.

The basic macros of Brazil and Argentina

Not all crises are the same

Fig. 1 summarizes the current situation in Brazil and allows an
insight in its near prospects. Like all other economies in the
world GDP growth (red) shrank in 2020 but the subsequent
recovery was interrupted. The management of Covid19 under
the Bolsonaro administration was extremely inept and added
to record death numbers and poor economic performance.
The widening of the fiscal deficits as the government tried to
limit the damage of Covid 19 was constrained by the sharp
acceleration in inflation (blue) aided and abated by the
weakening of the BRL (brown) and not helped by the peaking
of the improvement of the current account deficit (green,
%GDP). The fiscal initiatives to support the economy ran to
11.0% of GDP but the combined effect of inflation and
weakening BRL meant that the central bank raised interest
rates aggressively with the base rate currently at 9.25%. The
main problem now is the presidential elections in October
2022 to be run against the popular ex president Lula (see
FactBox), which is forcing plans for more populist spending by
the weak Bonsonaro administration.

A big loan from IMF in 2018 was defaulted in 2020, following
the previous sovereign defaults of 2001 and 2014, which left
a trail of disputes and Argentina as a pariah in the global
capital markets. The economy continues to struggle under
the weak ARS and political instability triggered by pressures
for more social spending as poverty levels have risen while
fiscal constraints remain.

Argentina’s situation, however, looks worse (Fig. 2) .The
recovery of the GDP (red) from the very low base of 2020 is
being interrupted by explosive inflation rates (blue) of over
50.0% reflecting the permanent bane of Argentina’s
macroeconomics. The volatile and expectations-driven forex
of ARS (brown), which collapsed in 2018 and has been unable
to recover since, adds to domestic inflation despite some
recovery of the current account deficit (green, %GDP).

Fig 1: Brazil GDP (red), CPI (blu), C/A (gr), BRL(br) 2015-2021

Source: Bloomberg
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Economic structure, exports and Asian links
For Brazil the main exports in 2020 were Soya (13.7%) Iron ore
(12.3%), Oil (9.4%) and Sugar (4.2%). The main markets were
China (32.4%), Argentina (4.1%) and Japan (2.0%). For
Argentina the main exports also in 2020 were Veg.oils (13.7%),
Maize (11.0%), Soya (10.8%), Meat (3.8%) and Wheat (3.7%).
The export markets were Brazil (14.5%), China (9.6%), Vietnam
(5.2%), India (4.6%) and Indonesia (2.4%).The pattern is clear
here, Asia, meaning mostly China, is the main market for the
predominantly commodities exports, both hard and soft,
followed closely by intraregional trade, that is ArgentinaBrazil. The latter can be partially explained by Mercosur, the
“EU of Latam” which has over the decades (1991 to date)
struggled to establish a common market, and all the
institutions which this entails, among Argentina, Brazil,
Uruguay and Paraguay with Venezuela’s membership
FactBox: Corruption-not only Latam style
It is easy to exaggerate the extent of corruption in Latam only.
Consider the following: Russian oligarchs appear in global
corruption trials, the ex PM of Malaysia, ex Chief Executive and
ex Chief Secretary of HK, the ex presidents of France, Germany
and of S.Korea, the ex PMs of Austria and of Italy, to name but
a few, were all convicted of corrupt practices. In Brazil the ex
president Luis Lula (2002-2006-2010) was convicted in 2017
under the “Lava Jato” corruption case involving the state oil
company Petrobras but was exonerated in 2021. His follow-up
president D.Rousseff (2010-2014-2016), also his Minister of
Energy, was impeached in 2017 and removed over fiscal
irregularities, but not corruption. Lula, almost certainly will
run again in the 2022 presidential elections.
suspended for political reasons in 2016.Neither Brazil nor
Argentina are members of China’s Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) although negotiations are taking place. Both countries,
however, are recipients of Chinese direct investment in
various sectors. The predominance of commodities in exports
can be deceptive as to the overall structure of the economies.
Brazil, for example, in Embraer has the third largest civilian
aircraft producer in the world after Boeing and Airbus. Brazil’s
car manufacturing sector is quite important with the domestic
market being the sixth largest in the world while its annual car
output varying approximately between 3.0ml to 2.0ml units
places it among the top ten global producers. Most major
manufacturer produce ranges of their models in Brazil,
including Fiat, VW, Renault, GM and others.
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Fig 2: Argentina GDP (red), CPI (blu), C/A (gr), ARS (br) 201521

Source: Bloomberg

Concluding notes on the corporate sector
We have indicated that the structure of exports of Brazil and
Argentina might misrepresent the overall structure of the
corporate sector. Lists of the biggest companies in Brazil and
Argentina based on market cap give a different picture of the
diversification of the corporate sector. The following is a
sample from among the four largest companies (numbers
signify rank) with their credit ratings in 2021 as available.
These are not buy/sell recommendations but examples of the
top range of the corporates in these two economies. Only
one company in Brazil is related to commodities and none to
the Agro sector. Bank Itau is the biggest bank in the southern
hemisphere. It is worth noting that the country forex
sovereign ratings are lower than or equal to those of
corporates. Brazil : S&P BB-, Moody’s Ba2, Fitch BB-.
Argentina: S&P CCC+, Moody’s Ca, Fitch CCC.
BRAZIL

Sector

Rating (2021)

(1) Vale

Mining

Fitch BBB, stable

(2) Ambev

Beverages

S&P BBB, stable

(4) Itau

Banking

S&P BB-, stable

(1)Mercado libre

Ecommerce

Fitch BB+, stable

(2) Globant

Software

N/A

(3) Ternium

Steel products

N/A

ARGENTINA

Disclaimer
This material is prepared and issued by UCAP Hong Kong Asset Management Limited for information purposes only. This material may not be
distributed to the United States, Canada, Australia or to any other jurisdiction in which its distribution is unlawful.
This material is confidential and is for information to professional investors only. Professional investor is defined in the Securities and Futures
Ordinance and any rules made thereunder. If an investor is in any doubt about any of the contents of this material, the investor should obtain
independent professional advice. This material does not constitute an offer, recommendation, or solicitation to buy or sell any investment or
service or enter into any other transaction in any jurisdiction.
The views and opinions expressed in this material, which are subject to change without notice, are those of UCAP Hong Kong Asset
Management Limited at the time of publication. Some of the information contained herein including any expression of opinion or forecast has
been obtained from or is based on sources believed by us to be reliable as at the date of the publication but which it has not independently
verified. There is no guarantee that any investment strategies and processes discussed herein will be effective under all market conditions and
investors should evaluate their ability to invest for a long-term based on their individual risk profile especially during periods of downturn in
the market. UCAP Hong Kong Asset Management Limited makes no guarantees, representations, or warranties, and accepts no responsibility
or liability as to its accuracy or completeness. Expressions of opinion herein are subject to change without notice.
In addition, projections in this material reflect various assumptions of management concerning the anticipated future of the business ideas and
are subject to significant business and economic uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are beyond control of the management.
Accordingly, there will be no assurance that such projections will be realized. The actual results or investment return may vary from the
anticipated results and such variations may be material and potential investor should bear any potential risks in respect thereof. Full
description of risks associated with the product should be assessed independently including tax impact.
Members of the UCAP Hong Kong Asset Management Limited and/or their officers, directors and employees may have positions in any
investment mentioned in this material (or any related investment) and may from time to time add to or dispose of any such investment.
In the case where this material is distributed in the United Kingdom by a person who is not authorized by the United Kingdom Financial
Services Authority; it is only intended for persons who (i) have professional experience in matters related to investments or (ii) are persons
falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) ("high net worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc") of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) or to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated by such an unauthorized person
(all such persons together being "relevant persons"). This communication must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant
persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this material relates is available only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only
with relevant persons.
Investment involves risk. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. The value of any investment or income may go down as
well as up and you may not receive back the full amount invested. When an investment is denominated in a currency other than your local or
reporting currency, changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value, price or income of that investment. In the case of
investments for which there is no recognized market, it may be difficult for investors to sell their investments or to obtain reliable information
about their value or the extent of the risk to which they are exposed. Investment in any market may be extremely volatile and subject to
sudden fluctuations of varying magnitude due to a wide range of direct and indirect, influences. Such characteristics can lead to considerable
losses being incurred by those exposed to such markets. Potential investor should ensure they fully understand the risks associated with any
investment and should consider their own investment objectives and risk tolerance level. They should make an independent assessment of the
merits of pursuing any investment and should consult their professional advisors before making any investment decision.
The content of the material has not been reviewed by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (“SFC”).
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